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Abstract

Anisa Ilfath, 2018, Making Blog Articles at PT. Wirasindo Santakarya. English Diploma Program, Faculty of Cultural Sciences, Sebelas Maret University.

This report is written based on the internship activities starting from 15 January 2018 to 10 February 2018 at PT. Wirasindo Santakarya (Wisanka). The objective of the internship is to make blog articles. There were seven steps that I did to make a blog article. The steps were listening to the supervisor’s directive, studying about furniture and the company’s product, writing the articles, proofreading, choosing keywords for backlink, uploading articles, and enlisting the blog and its article to Google search engine. There were some problems that I faced during the internship, such as difficulty in collecting data and information, understanding the unfamiliar terms, and dealing with the different background between my supervisor, who has IT background, and I, who has linguistic background. The solution to the problem are reading other articles, asking the employee for a specific product, and asking my teammates to proofread the articles.
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